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Abstract—A novel cognitive polar receiver that utilizes two in-
jection-locked oscillator stages to extract the modulation envelope
and phase components of a received nonconstant envelope mod-
ulation signal without using phase-locked-loop-based carrier re-
covery circuitry is presented. The paper begins with a theoretical
analysis of injection locking and pulling phenomena based on the
discrete-time computation approach, and then develops the prin-
ciples of the proposed receiver. The implemented prototype can
cover a sensing bandwidth of 140 MHz at a central frequency of
2.43 GHz and perform � differential quadrature phase-shift
keying and quadrature phase-shift keying demodulation with the
best error vector magnitudes of 6.6% and 7.9%, respectively, both
at a symbol rate of 2 Ms/s. Due to its simplicity, the proposed re-
ceiver has great potential as an energy-efficient architecture with
low complexity for short-range wireless communications.

Index Terms—Carrier recovery, cognitive radios, direct-conver-
sion receiver, frequency demodulation, injection-locked oscillators
(ILOs), polar receiver, spectrum sensing.

I. INTRODUCTION

F
EW OF the people who enjoy the convenience of wireless

communication ever realize the environmental impact of

this technology. Energy consumption continues to increase with

the explosive growth in the number of base stations and sub-

scribers, increasing carbon emissions and accelerating global

warming. Therefore, developing energy-efficient radio architec-

tures to reduce the wasted power in wireless systems has be-

come important in recent years and is one of the main features

of the green radio technology, a research program proposed in

recent years [1]. Today, the direct-conversion receiver is widely

adopted in wireless systems because of its simplicity and low

cost. However, coherent demodulation in modern modulation
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schemes, such as digital phase-shift keying (PSK), is required

to ensure detection performance. It often relies on phase-locked

loop (PLL)-based carrier recovery, which inevitably increases

the total power consumed by the receiver [2]. Compared to a

conventional synchronization loop, injection locking may pro-

vide an easier means of carrier recovery procedure with re-

duced circuit complexity and power consumption. In [3] and

[4], a new binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) to amplitude-shift

keying (ASK) converter was proposed. This BPSK demodu-

lator combines the phase responses of two different second-har-

monic injection-locked oscillators (ILOs) to phase changes of

input signals to generate corresponding ASK patterns. In [5], a

low-power BPSK receiver that directly extracts the modulation

information from the dynamic phase response of the two BPSK

signal injected oscillators has been presented. Recently, an in-

jection-locked quadrature receiver (ILQR) has been studied [6].

It utilizes an ILO that has a locking range much smaller than

the signal modulation bandwidth to recover the carrier signal

for coherent quadrature demodulation of quadrature phase-shift

keying (QPSK) and eight phase-shift keying (8PSK) modulated

signals. However, the simulation results shown in [6] reveal that

the ILO output signal, even with bandpass filtering, is severely

deteriorated by the injected modulation signals, resulting in con-

siderably distorted demodulation results.

This paper proposes a cognitive polar receiver that uses two

ILO stages. Our previous paper [7] provided brief theoretical

discussions on the proposed architecture and preliminary exper-

imental results. The first ILO stage in the proposed architecture

is for separating the envelope signal and the phase-modulated

carrier from an input nonconstant envelope modulation signal,

while the second ILO stage performs noncoherent demodula-

tion of the phase-modulated carrier. The implemented receiver

prototype is demonstrated with DQPSK and QPSK signal

demodulation. The elimination of PLL-based carrier recovery

makes the proposed receiver energy efficient, and thus has great

potential for short-range wireless communications. This paper

substantially expands the earlier one [7] in two respects. First,

it develops in detail the theory of the cognitive polar receiver.

The newly extended theory also helps to simplify the architec-

ture by eliminating a formerly required phase shifter. Second,

the presented spectrum sensing ability of the receiver makes it

suitable for cognitive radio applications.

This paper is organized as follows. The behavior of an ILO

under nonconstant envelope modulation signal injections is de-

scribed in Section II. Section III presents the proposed cogni-

tive polar receiver and its operating principles. The simulated

and the experimental results of the receiver are presented and
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Fig. 1. (a) Circuit schematic of a VCO with an injection port. (b) Photographs
of the implemented chip and its test board.

discussed in Section IV. A summary concludes this paper in

Section V.

II. GENERALIZED CHARACTERISTICS AND ANALYSIS OF ILOs

Injection locking and pulling phenomena in oscillators

have been extensively studied [8]–[15]. The classic analysis

developed by Adler [8] considers that a weak sinusoidal signal

interferes with an oscillator. His work elucidates the behavior

of an ILO by deriving a differential equation known as Alder’s

equation. However, the analysis in this work is concerned with

a general case in which the disturbance is a modulated signal

with a time-varying envelope. Therefore, the mathematical

model described in this section attempts to characterize an

ILO under nonconstant envelope modulation signal injection.

Modifications to Adler’s equation are also made.

Fig. 1 depicts the simplified circuitry of the ILO and the

photographs of the circuit in this work. A 2.36-GHz differen-

tial voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) is designed at 1.2-V

supply voltage and fabricated in a 0.18- m CMOS process.

The power consumptions of the VCO core and output buffer

is 3 and 6 mW, respectively. The VCO has a complementary

cross-coupled pair to generate a negative resistance for oscil-

lation and an inductance–capacitance (LC) tank circuit, which

has a quality factor of 6, controlled by the tuning voltage .

An attempt is made to increase the isolation between the injec-

tion port and the VCO output port, by injecting the injection

signal into the VCO core via another differential pair.

The resultant VCO output signal under injection is am-

plified by an output buffer. While taking as the refer-

ence signal, Fig. 2(a) shows the vector relationship of signals in

the ILO. The inherent oscillation signal has a constant

amplitude and an instantaneous frequency ;

has a time-varying amplitude and an instantaneous fre-

quency ; and has a constant amplitude and

an instantaneous frequency . Since this paper considers a

general case in which both the inherent oscillation signal

and the injection signal are modulated signals, their in-

stantaneous frequencies can be expressed as

(1)

(2)

where and denote the center frequencies of

and , respectively; and and represent

the instantaneous frequency modulations of and ,

respectively. Notably, the instantaneous phase can be re-

garded as the phase perturbation caused by phase noise, which is

considered in the behavioral model of the ILO. Based on Adler’s

work [8], the relationship between the instantaneous frequencies

of the resultant oscillator output signal under injection and the

injection signal is given as

(3)

where denotes the instantaneous angle between and

. The derivative of with respect to time represents a

beat frequency between and , and it obeys the

following generalized locking equation:

(4)

where

(5)

(6)

(7)

is the quality factor of a tank circuit. By adding on

both sides of (4), the instantaneous frequency of the resultant

oscillator output signal can also be expressed as

(8)

Equation (8) provides the physical meaning that the instan-

taneous frequency of an oscillator under injection is shifted

from its free-running frequency by an amount . In

Fig. 2(a), is also an injection signal, but with a different

amplitude from ; in addition, the resultant oscillator

output signal is . Fig. 2(b) illustrates the phase response

of a simple tuned circuit [16]. The vector diagram clearly

indicates that the angle between and , which is

, moves to when the injection signal changes from

to . Moreover, as shown in the phase response

diagram, the corresponding change in frequency from

to occurs. This mechanism is interpreted as an am-
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Fig. 2. Behavior of an oscillator under injection. (a) Vector diagram of the sig-
nals in the ILO. (b) Phase response of a simple tuned circuit.

plitude-modulation to frequency-modulation (AM–FM) effect

caused by the time-varying amplitude injection signal. This

signal induces frequency distortion of an ILO synchronized to

the injected modulated signal.

Although the derived generalized locking (4) gives the phase

dynamics of an oscillator under injection, gaining an analyt-

ical solution while considering a modulated injection signal is

a rather complex task. Therefore, in this paper, performance of

the proposed polar receiver is evaluated by using a discrete-time

domain approach proposed in [15]. By starting with a numerical

method known as the Euler method [17], the derivative can be

replaced by the finite-difference approximation

(9)

where

(10)

Therefore, (4) is rewritten as

(11)

where

(12)

A situation in which is sufficiently small makes it sensible

to make an approximation that is equal to . Re-

placing by in the right-hand side of (11) and re-

arranging lead to

(13)

(14)

(15)

This approach is advantageous in that can be calculated

recursively by (13) instead of solving differential equation (4);

Fig. 3. Transient responses of ���� at various frequency offsets �� for an
ILO under weak sinusoidal injection.

Fig. 4. Computed effective lock-in time of an ILO at various injection-to-os-
cillation voltage ratios �.

in addition, it is compatible with an arbitrary modulated injec-

tion signal. However, under some circumstances, approximating

a derivative by the Euler method may not be sufficiently accu-

rate. In this case, the computed results deviate from the mea-

surement results when the power of the injection signal is com-

parable to the power of the inherent oscillation signal, i.e., under

strong injection, as observed in Section IV. This inaccuracy

arises from the drastic variation of phase under strong

injection.

The transient time limits the maximum modulation rate of

the injection signal that can synchronize an oscillator [10], [11],

[18], [19]. Previous papers have derived a general solution of

(4) for a weak sinusoidal injection signal [8], [11]. In the steady

state, the phase difference between and , , ap-

proaches a constant value , which is related to an effective

lock-in time of the ILO. Setting (4) equal to zero allows us to

obtain the steady-state value of under weak sinusoidal in-

jection as

(16)
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Fig. 5. Block diagram of the proposed cognitive polar receiver.

where

(17)

(18)

Fig. 3 plots the computed transient responses of the ILO under

weak sinusoidal injection at various frequency offsets ,

where the constant steady-state values shown are described

as (16). Notably, according to (16), depends on .

Therefore, an effective lock-in time can be defined and de-

rived as

(19)

Equation (19) reveals that an ILO can provide a variable time

delay for use in a noncoherent frequency demodulator. Fig. 4

plots the computed effective lock-in time introduced by an ILO

at various injection-to-oscillation voltage ratios, where the ratio

is defined as

(20)

The characterization and analysis approach of an ILO under

nonconstant envelope modulation signal injection contribute to

developing the operating principles of the cognitive polar re-

ceiver, which is described in Section III.

III. RECEIVER ARCHITECTURE AND OPERATING PRINCIPLES

A. System Overview and Operation

Fig. 5 shows the block diagram of the proposed cognitive

polar receiver. This architecture comprises two parts: the RF

section and the baseband section. The RF section is composed

of ILOs, mixers, a bandpass filter (BPF), and low-pass filters

(LPFs). In the baseband section, the digital signal processor

(DSP) combined with analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) and

a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) is responsible for digital

control and demodulation.

The receiver is capable of spectrum sensing and polar de-

modulation. According to Fig. 5, the circuits encircled by the

broken line are activated when the receiver operates in the

spectrum sensing mode. First, the received signal is injected

into the first ILO and mixed with the output signal of the first

ILO. Meanwhile, the baseband control logic outputs frequency

control words (FCWs) for the DAC to generate a ramp tuning

voltage in order to sweep the inherent frequency of the first

ILO in its tuning range. Detecting the low-pass filtered mixer

output allows us to identify signal activities in this frequency

range. Once a signal is identified for demodulation, the polar

demodulation mode follows. The focus lies on the circuits

encircled by the dotted line in Fig. 5. Next, the inherent fre-

quency of the first ILO is now tuned to the center frequency

of the received signal by the control logic. The first ILO stage

operates in both the polar demodulation mode and the spectrum

sensing mode. Additionally, the output signal of the first ILO

is fed into the second ILO and mixed with the output signal of

the second ILO. As revealed by (19) and Fig. 4, the effective

lock-in time introduced of the ILO can be flexibly adjusted

by varying the locking range or the frequency offset

between the injection signal and the inherent oscillation signal

. Therefore, the second ILO can be tuned to optimize

the demodulation results. The first and second ILO stages

extract the envelope modulation and the frequency modulation

from the received signal, respectively. Furthermore, ADCs

sample the output signals of both stages for the DSP to proceed

to digital demodulation. Sections III-B and III-C illustrate in

detail the mechanisms of the spectrum sensing and the polar

demodulation.

B. Spectrum Sensing

Fig. 6 shows the small-signal block diagram of the RF sec-

tion of the polar receiver, where the mixer is regarded as an

ideal multiplier in the following derivations. Fig. 7 illustrates

a conceptual diagram for demonstrating the spectrum sensing

process. According to Fig. 7(a), the first ILO is swept by the

tuning voltage generated from the FCWs. Therefore, the

inherent frequency of the oscillator changes continuously with

(21)

where is the center frequency and is the tuning sen-

sitivity of the ILO. In Fig. 7(b), a signal is located in

the tuning range of the ILO, to . In the beginning of the
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Fig. 6. Small-signal block diagram of the proposed cognitive polar receiver.

Fig. 7. Illustrations of the spectrum sensing mechanism. (a) Tuning voltage
versus inherent frequency of the ILO. (b) Spectrum relationship of the inherent
oscillation signal and the injection signal. (b) Output signal of the spectrum
sensing circuits.

tuning period from frequency to , the ILO experiences the

injection-pulling condition since is too far from

in the frequency to be locked. The instantaneous frequency of

an oscillator under the injection-pulling condition is fre-

quency modulated with , which has an average beat

frequency given as [13], [15]

(22)

Notably, (22) is derived on the assumption that the frequency

sweeping speed of the ILO, 70 MHz/ms, is so fast that the mod-

ulated signal is a relatively narrowband one. Hence, the mod-

ulation envelope and phase can be viewed as time invariant in

one single tuning period, i.e., and .

Next, during the tuning period from frequency to , the

ILO is locked to the injection signal because falls in the

locking range of the ILO. By substituting (21) into (8),

can be further derived as

(23)

Finally, the ILO is under injection pulling again when the in-

herent frequency is swept from to .

According to Fig. 6, the mixer output of the first ILO stage is

found as

(24)

Obviously, contains the FM sidebands of the ILO when

it is under injection pulling. Therefore, an LPF is utilized to

filter out most of the sidebands, and pass the signal around dc.

However, there is still a transition close to the region of injection

locking. This is owing to that the closer that approaches

implies a lower beat frequency. If the injection-pulled FM

sidebands fall into the passband of the filter, signal variations

are detected, as the ripples demonstrated in Fig. 7(c). While the

ILO is injection locked to , (23) indicates that

is close to and varies proportionally to the tuning voltage

. Therefore, (24) can be further derived as

(25)

where denotes the effective lock-in time introduced by the

first ILO. As computed in Section II, is a short time com-

pared to the frequency tuning period. Additionally, the phase

shift corresponding to this lock-in time is zero at the center fre-

quency of the injection signal due to the zero frequency offset,

i.e., . Therefore, is represented as

(26)

which corresponds to the quasi-linear waveform in Fig. 7(c).

Equation (26) suggests that the detected output under injec-

tion locking correlates with the received signal level and the

tuning voltage . With the knowledge of the detected mag-

nitude and the tuning voltage, the baseband spectrum sensing

unit can determine the power and the frequency of the received

signal.

C. Polar Demodulation

In the polar demodulation, both ILOs are assumed to be syn-

chronized with the injected modulated signal. Therefore, the in-

stantaneous frequency of the resultant output signal follows the

frequency variations of the modulation and (3) can be rewritten

as

(27)

where is the effective lock-in time. Referring to Fig. 6, the

mixer output of the first ILO stage can be expressed as

(28)
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Here, the zero phase shift condition is applied again, as de-

scribed in Section III-B, i.e.,

(29)

As mentioned earlier, is small. Therefore, is found

as

(30)

Analogously, the mixer output of the second ILO stage is

given as

(31)

As described in Section II, the equivalent lock-in time is ad-

justable by tuning the inherent frequency of the ILO. For the op-

timum frequency demodulation results, the second ILO is tuned

to make the following condition valid:

(32)

where is the effective lock-in time of the second ILO. There-

fore, is found as

(33)

Equation (30) and (33) represent the envelope modulation and

the frequency modulation extracted from the received signal in

the first ILO stage and the second ILO stage, respectively. The

ADCs will sample both signals for digital signal processing.

Based on the use of the digital integrator, the phase modula-

tion is recovered from the measured frequency modulation, and

baseband symbol synchronization is conducted to determine the

correct sampling time [20].

IV. SIMULATED AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To verify the feasibility of the novel cognitive polar receiver,

simulations and experiments are carried out. The discrete-time

model is used to predict the performance of the polar demod-

ulation. The implemented prototype of the receiver comprises

two differential VCO integrated circuits with an output power

of 1.6 dBm and other commercial discrete components, in-

cluding LPFs with 39-MHz cutoff frequency and passive mixers

with 8-dB conversion loss. The ramp tuning voltage is generated

by an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG). The dual-channel

data acquisition (DAQ) samples the demodulated waveforms for

Fig. 8. Photograph of the test setup of the polar receiver.

Fig. 9. Experiment of the spectrum sensing. (a) Spectrum of the combined test
signal. (b) Measured output signal of the spectrum sensing circuit.

signal quality analysis. The baseband DSP functions are imple-

mented in MATLAB language on a computer. Fig. 8 is a photo-

graph of the receiver system.

In the spectrum sensing experiments, the inherent frequency

of the VCO is swept from 2.36 to 2.5 GHz and the ramp tuning

voltage is varied linearly from 0 to 3.3 V in 2 ms, leading to a

70-MHz/ms tuning rate. To test the spectrum-sensing function-

ality, two independent modulation signals are generated, com-

bined, and sensed. Fig. 9(a) displays the spectrum of the com-

bined signal. The first is a QPSK-modulated signal at 2.4 GHz

with a power of 25 dBm and the other is a DQPSK-mod-

ulated signal at 2.45 GHz with a power of 35 dBm. Both sig-

nals have a 2-Ms/s data rate. As shown in Fig. 9(b), the two ac-

tive regions correspond to two modulation signals. According
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Fig. 10. Demodulated results for ��� DQPSK at 2 Ms/s and a received power
of�35-dBm injected power. (a) Envelope. (b) Phase. (c) Constellation diagram.

to the measured results, the estimated frequency and power of

the first signal are 2.395 GHz and 21.6 dBm, and those of the

second are 2.457 GHz and 29.5 dBm. Notably, noise has a

major influence on the accuracy of the spectrum sensing mech-

anism. However, this prototype serves as a proof of concept and

reveals that the proposed architecture is suitable for cognitive

radio applications.

The simulated and measured results of the polar demodula-

tion follow. Fig. 10 displays the results of demodulating a

DQPSK-modulated signal, including the demodulated envelope

and phase waveforms, as well as the corresponding constel-

lation diagram at 2 Ms/s and a received power of 35 dBm.

The resultant error vector magnitude (EVM) from the measure-

ments is 6.6% and that from the simulation results is 5.12%. In

Fig. 11. Demodulated results for QPSK at 2 Ms/s and a received power of
�25-dBm injected power. (a) Envelope. (b) Phase. (c) Constellation diagram.

a similar fashion, Fig. 11 displays the results of demodulating

a QPSK-modulated signal at 2 Ms/s and a received power of

25 dBm. The EVM from the measurements is 7.9% and that

from the simulation results is 7.05%, respectively.

The time mismatch between the envelope and phase is an im-

portant issue concerning conventional polar transmitters [21],

and is also examined herein. Fig. 12 shows the measured and

simulated EVM versus the delay difference between the two

paths. These results evidence that the time mismatch is critical

to the quality of demodulation in the polar receiver, and must be

compensated for properly. This compensation can be performed

by adding digital delays into the baseband to tune out the time

mismatch.
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Fig. 12. Time mismatch effects on EVM. (a) ��� DQPSK at 2 Ms/s and a
received power of�35-dBm injected power. (b) QPSK at 2 Ms/s and a received
power of �25-dBm injected power.

Fig. 13. EVM versus received power for ���DQPSK. (a) 500 ks/s. (b) 1 Ms/s.
(c) 2 Ms/s.

To evaluate the performance of the proposed receiver over

its dynamic range, Figs. 13 and 14 plot the EVMs as a func-

tion of the received power at various symbol rates. Both the

simulations and experiments reveal two main distortion mecha-

nisms in the polar receiver. The first one is the AM–FM effect,

which debases the reproduction of FM in a synchronized oscil-

lator, meaning that the FM of the injected signal was distorted

Fig. 14. EVM versus received power for QPSK. (a) 500 ks/s. (b) 1 Ms/s.
(c) 2 Ms/s.

in the first ILO stage, and therefore the EVM was degraded.

The second one is the relationship between the effective lock-in

time in (19) and the frequency offset such that the of

an ILO varies continuously with the injected FM signal from the

first ILO. However, a constant delay must be maintained in the

conventional noncoherent frequency demodulator. The replace-

ment of a constant delay element with an ILO in the demodu-

lator degrades the demodulation results. Both distortion mecha-

nisms together determine the demodulation quality of the polar

receiver. The demodulation results are generally better for

DQPSK than for QPSK because the QPSK-modulated signal

has a higher peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) than the

DQPSK-modulated signal. Hence, a higher AM–FM distortion

is induced, degrading the demodulation results more. A few dis-

crepancies are observed between the simulated and measured

results around the lowest and the highest received powers in

Figs. 13 and 14. On the low-power side, a discrepancy arises

from the simplification of the simulation of the polar receiver

to reduce the computation time. All sub-circuits, except for the

ILOs, in the polar receiver are regarded as exhibiting ideal be-

havior. However, the noise of the mixer deteriorates the demod-

ulated envelope signal in the first ILO stage. The experiment

revealed obvious degradation of EVM. On the high-power side,

however, since the discrete-time domain approach is used, the
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF RECENT ILO-BASED RECEIVERS

computed results under strong injection are not as accurate as

those under weak injection. Nevertheless, the simulation can be

regarded as providing an estimate of the performance of the pro-

posed polar receiver. To sum up, the minimum injection power

level for locking the oscillator of the first stage determines the

sensitivity of the polar receiver, and the sensitivity can be con-

siderably improved by inserting a low-noise amplifier (LNA)

prior to this oscillator. A higher injection power corresponds

to a severer AM–FM effect and consequently more degraded

demodulation quality. Therefore, a mechanism for bypassing

over-level received signals is suggested for this receiver. A com-

parison of recent ILO-based receivers [4], [5], [22]–[24] is pre-

sented in Table I. The proposed polar receiver is favorable in

terms of complex modulation schemes.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a cognitive polar receiver that utilizes

two ILO stages. From a characterization of an ILO under non-

constant envelope modulation signal injection, the operating

principles of the receiver, including spectrum sensing and polar

demodulation, were derived in detail. The experiments verify

the feasibility of the novel architecture and are mostly consis-

tent with the theoretical predictions. Although the distortion

mechanisms limit the performance of the current prototype, it

suffices for short-range wireless communications. Owing to its

simplicity, the proposed polar receiver has great potential for

use in low-power and energy-efficient architectures. Further-

more, its spectrum sensing ability makes it more effective in

cognitive radio applications.
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